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D eveiopment, as a global effort to end 
poverty in the world. has not enjoyed 
outstanding success during the past 

three decades. Its failures have led those 
concerned with social change to look more 
closelyattheassumptions behindaccepted 
theories. As a result, a gradual shift has 
occurred in the pattern of thinking about 
development. 

Today, people no longer thinkthat capital 
investment, accompanied by transfers of 
Western technology and know-how, will 
immediately result in development Ana- 
lyses of development now tend to include 
such factors as social lustice, redistribution 
of wealth, local participation. the role of 
bureaucracy, pol~tical processes, the inter- 
natlonal economic order and the endan- 
gered ecology and apparently dwindling 
ie~ounx?~ of the planet 

Recently. the term “people-centered 
development” has appeared in the litera- 
ture with increasing frequency It IS ironic 
that it should be considered so important 
to introduce such a term explicitly into the 
discussion What other kind of develop- 
ment, one may ask, was being contem- 
plated for the rest of the world during the 
pasi thirty years? The sad fact, however, 
is that it IS difficult to find “the people” in 
the hundreds of plans that have followed 
the evolution of thought in malnstteam devel- 
opment. Under both domlnantpolitical ideol- 
ogies, people are rarely considered except 
as factors that affect other systems and 
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OUTSIDER’S VIEW 

Obsessed with economic growth as the 
only meaningful development process, 
planners often seem to have treated devel- 
oping countries as a black box. Small win- 
dows are opened to look inside the box 
only when one’s interventions begin to fail 

The first simple model was to introduce 
capital and Western know-how into the box, 
and meas.~re the output as the gross 
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“The changing moral 
and ethical value 

systems in developing 
countries are 

inadequate to cope 
with accelerated 

change. ” 

national product As this falled to achieve 
the dewed end, windows were opened to 
lookat some ofthe constraints. In the 1960s. 
development programs also became con- 
cerned with such bottlenecks to prowess 
as population and backward trad6onal 
agrlcuiture. 

Later. new windows were opened to look 
at services such as health and education, 
or even at such touchy questions as the 
distribution of wealth. It is not clear, of 
course, how long it will take for this out- 
sider’s view to embrace the entire complex 
set of factors that affect development It is 
even less clear If it will evei lead to par- 
ticlpatlon with people in their own path of 
development. 

Independent of their initial ideology. 
many of the individuals and groups who 
have worked closely with rural populations 

led to a much broader set of problems. It 
is not that economics loses importance as 
one tries to look at development from inside 
a rural population. lr, fact, problems of social 
inlustice are actually felt with far more 
intensity, and production continues to be 
a very important concern But the dominant 
concept becomes that of the human being 
and the processes of human life, which 
includeeconom~cactivit~esalong with other 
pursuits of family and community life As 
outsiders become more and more involved 
with peasant populations, they become 
aware of a whole set of interrelated wues 
concerned with knowledge. Development 
workers find that they contribute to the 
application of advanced science and tech- 
nology only within the context of the ani- 
tudes, skills, capabilities and social organ- 
ization of the rural peoples themselves. 

The changing moral and ethical value 
systems in developing countries are inade- 
quate to cope with accelerated change. 
This is not merely a matter of political and 
bureaucratic corruption. At every level the 
beliefs. concepts and norms that define 
relationships between indivtduals and the 
society within which they live are in crisis. 

CONFUSION OVER VALUES 

In both rural villages and the slums of 
the cities. people are bombarded with 
images of foreign lifesvles People are 
confused about their old value systems and 
have a strong desire for a new and more 
comfortable life This creates a combination 
of want and hopelessness, a condition not 
conducive to creative change Even among 
the ruling classes who have attained the 
benefits of modern life, basic trust, respect, 
and compassionaredisappearing Thevital- 
ity of hopefulness is constantly dimlmshlng. 

The old concepts of class struggle and 
the old solutions of traimng programs do 
not lead to creative plans for positive 
change. Attitudes towards rationality effi- 
ciency, work and problem-solwng as well 
as approaches to family Ilfe and community 
solidarity need to be studied 

There must be created. within developing 
countries themselves, the capacity to ana- 
lyze changes I” moral and ethIcal structures 
so that both national policy and specific 
projects can be placed in the real context 
of human and social development. 

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND 
EDUCATION 

A second set of problems has to do with 
our basic inability to induce accelerated but 
constructive change in the scientific and 
technological culture of most developing 
societies It seems that development pro- 
jects, when successful, can transfer ele- 
ments from modern science or technology 
to certain groups within developing coun- 
tries. This transfer may involve the devei- 
opment of universities and research insti- 
tutes or simply the adoption of single 
technological packages by a peasant 
family. 

It is becoming more and more clear 
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however. that sustainable development 
involves creating with a people a path of 
change, which can benefit from other cul- 
tures, but which will have to be trodden 
by the people themselves 

The capacity to analyze and understand 
the dynamics of scientific and technological 
CUltUleS, and t0 manage the corraspond~ng 
processes of change, has to be strength- 
ened in the developing world This must 
include the ablllty to bring together the 
discourse of the different groups in science. 
technology, and education, and must creafe 
mechanisms through which new under- 
standing can influence the direction of 
policy 

PERCEPTIONS 

In spite of mole than a decade of debate 
on appropriate technoloQy, there is litile 
“certain” knowledge that can be used in 
dataiminlng strategy. What is the nature of 
the technology that will allow the rural 
inhabitants of a given region to change a 
disintegrating subsistence economy 130 a 
viable alternative. a rural one that enjoys 
the benefits of modern society7 Is there 
really a technological choice or is technol- 
ogy bawally determined by political con- 
dltions and by economic policy? 

A more relevant process of technology 
production in itself needs to be closely 
connected with a sound educational pro- 
cess. Many of the past difficulties of devel- 
opment efforts can be attributed to the 
limitations of a fragmented research- 
development-extension system. On the one 
hand. research IS needed to clarify the 
possible role of education in bringing about 
change in the scientific and technological 
culture of a people What are the possible 

The expewnces of the past three 
decades have shown that along with tech- 
nology, many of the accepted views on 
science and its methods need to be re- 
examined It has become clear by now that 
the distinctlon between modern Western 
science as truth, and the traditions of other 
people as a mixture of superstition, com- 
mon sense. and unstructured wisdom IS to 
be abandoned 

We must now learn how to handle the 
tensions that arise between modern 
science and the local traditions of a region. 
This implies finding ways of recuperating 
traditional knowledge and validating it, in 
adapting quantltatlve methods to the real- 
ities of specific populations, in developing 
valid qualitative methods of inquiry, and in 
discovering an adequate language to 
express the results of scientific research so 
as to open the door to the participation of 
the people in search for solutions to their 
own technological problems It also implies 
a closer look at the structure of the present 
day disciplines and the creation of mech- 
anisms that allow knowledge as a whole, 
and not merely its fragments, to be brought 
to bear on the urgent needs of developing 
towns and villages 

GENERATION AND APPLICATION 

contents of educational systems that would 
help modernize without destroying the past 
and forcing the vast majority to live at the 
margin of society7 What are the possible 
roles of formal and non-formal education? 
What is the role of extension and can 0 
be Integrated moie closely wth edwation? 
On the other hand, there IS a great need 
to promote educational innovation in rural 
areas. to systematize the lessons learned 
from such innovations, and, on the basis 
of systematic experience. to influence the 
conient and the ‘methods of formal educa- 
tlonal systems. 

level of specific rural areas in order to 
generate the necassarytaChnOloQyfOr pro- 
duction on small farms. Such research must 
bring together social Inquiry and techno- 
logical development, and ensure the par- 
ticipation of the villagers themselves in the 
generation and application of knowledge 
Through this research, systems of produc- 
tion have to be developed that offer sig- 
nlficant improvement over the traditional 
systems on the one hand and the modern 
mechanized monoculture on the other. This 
implies a program for the selection of spe- 
cies and varieties for systems that are based 
on diversity of crops and animals. 

In the past, technoloQical packages have 
been developed by experts and handed 
out to beneficiaries through extension 
Many of these programs have failed 
because of the lack of sensitivity to the real 
problems of the community and the way 
their members peicwe the world around 
them. 

Parallel to and in collaboration with insti- 
tutional efforts to push forward the frontlers 
of the agricultural and biological sciences. 
high quality research has to be done at the 
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ORGANIZATIONS AND STRUCTURES 

In rural areas, the old vlllage structures 
and organizations are crumbling under the 
offendlslntegratingforcesof modernization, 
but the structures of the modern village are 
not there to replace them. Actual data are 
finally showing that local organizations merit 
a far more central role in development 
schemes. 

All the processes of rural life, productlon, 
simple manufacturing and repair, market- 

ing, the development of human rasourcas, 
socialization. the flow of Information, the 
maintenance of health and sanitation, dew 
sion making, and many others, are in need 
of basic structures that can be connected 
to the corresponding structures of the 
social, economic, cultural, and political life 
of the nation as a whole. It is indispensable 
to create and strengthen the capaciv in 
developing countries to carry out valuable 
research in social organization, to promote 
innovative village structures, and to influ- 
encethe political environment of mostcoun- 
tries so that effective local institutions may 
actually begin to emarQe. 

INSTITUTIONS OF RESEARCH 

Learning about development IS, in the 
final analysis, onlyach~eved thrOUQh action: 
research has to be cawed out in the context 
of actual development programs in a coun- 
try 01 a region. Which are the institutions 
in the Third World that would carry out 
research in the subject areas suggested 
here? 

On the one hand. more than three 
decades of development action by inter- 
national agricultural research centres and 
governments aided by universities and spe- 
cialized lnstitutlons have taught us a great 
deal about policy, the design of large-scale 
programs, the behaviour of bureaucracies 
in admInisterIng these programs. and the 
effects of different economc and political 
forces that mfluence a given plan. 

On the other hand, the past two decades 
have seen the emergence of a large 
number of intermediate size private instl- 
tutions sprung from uwersities, political 
groups, and churches These smaller instl- 
tutions combine reasonable scientific cap- 
ability with the flexibility of a small group 
immersed in the problems of specific rural 
or urban populations While most of these 
Institutions enjoy little access to power to 
accomplish significant development objec- 
tlves, they have certainly Qenaiatad a great 
deal of valuable knowledge about strate- 
gies of change and have been far more 
effective in their own small spheres of 
influence lhan most large projects. 

The strength of these intermediate insti- 
tutions has actually been recognized by 
large btlaleral and multilateral donors. But 
to incorporate them in their plans, always 
tied to bureaucrattc regulations, has proved 
to be next to Impossible. It is essenttal then 
that much moie systematic thought be 
given to the role of these intermediate size 
institutions, that thw support be greatly 
increased, and that somehow their expe- 
rlence and efforts be integrated into the 
larger programs with greater possible 
Impact. The institutional arrangement 
appropriate for future research in agricul- 
ture and rural development is exactly the 
combination of large official institutions and 
those intermediate size organizations which 
possess scientific capabtlities yet have 
strong and intimate connections with spe- 
ciflc rural populations. 0 


